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The only book on the market focusing on world coins released from 2001 to date, the 2020
Standard Catalog of World Coins, 2001-Date, features current and completely vetted values for
the most recent coins produced and sold by today's World Mints, Central Banks and their
distributors. Thanks to the invaluable insight and expertise of 150 coins experts worldwide, the
new edition of the Standard Catalog of World Coins, 2001-Date, bulges with new issue coinage
and value revisions reflecting the growing market for modern commemorative precious metal
coins in their myriad of permutations. More than 25,000 actual-size illustrations provide
collectors, dealers and enthusiasts with vital visual information to this rapidly growing collecting
area. As the only reference focusing on modern world coins, this invaluable catalog features
current and completely vetted values for the most recent coins produced and sold by today's
World Mints, Central Banks and their distributors. Inside you'll discover: * Current market
values for coins in at least five grades, all determined by international panel of coin experts. *
Each coin listing providing up-to-date values listed by date, variety and grade, universal KM
reference number, detailed descriptions of obverse and reverse designs. * Coins struck in gold,
platinum and silver detailed with total coin weight, fineness and actual precious metal weight.
AUTHORS: Market analyst Thomas Michael has served as director of world coin values at
Krause Publications for 30 years, playing a critical role in more than 100 leading references.
Tracy L. Schmidt has an extensive numismatic editorial background and serves as the lead
editor for a number of critically important catalogues. 25,000 b/w illustrations
Comprehensively covers coins from four centuries of Spain, Portugal, and New World Spanishspeaking republics, and lists prices in up to four condition grades.
From creative minds worldwide have come fantasy coin issues never listed in any other
comprehensive reference. Unusual Coins includes thousands of issues spawned from the noncirculating legal tender boom, but not fitting into the realm of legitimate coinage. Here you'll find
coins used by the inhabitants of Middle Earth in The Lord of the Rings. These are real coins,
created by Tom Maringer of Scottsdale, Ark., based on reference to coins in the trilogy.
Unusual World Coins features: • Expanded Page Count: to accommodate over 7,000 photos •
Clear images of coins • Detailed descriptive listings • Over 12,000 accurate market values
About the Author George Cuhaj is an experienced and accomplished numismatist and
researcher. An avid collector with a passion for this hobby, he is closely aligned with leaders in
the field. A past president of the American Medalic Sculpture Association, he is a frequent
instructor at the American Numismatic Association's Summer Seminars. George is also editor
for The Standard Catalog of World Paper Money series. Thomas Michael holds a Bachelor of
Arts degree in history and a Master of Arts degree in economics. He has more than 20 years of
experience researching and reporting on world coin prices and market trends.
Based on two decades of research, this newly revised guide to seventeenth-century coins
expands coverage of the German states and Central Asia, more clearly identifies coin types,
updates coin information, and discusses the various political structures that produced each
coin. Original.
World Coins of the 21st Century Step confidently into the 21st century with the substantially
expanded new edition of Standard Catalog of World Coins 2001-Date. You will discover up-todate and completely vetted values for the vast selections of the most recent coins produced
and sold by today's World Mints, Central Banks and their distributors. Featuring the knowledge
of more than 100 worldwide contributors, the 7th edition is brimming with new issue coinage
and extensive value revisions reflecting the burgeoning market for modern commemorative
precious metal coins. Inside you'll find: Current market valuations Universally accepted KM
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identification numbers Detailed descriptions and mintages Metal compositions Precious metal
weights Actual coin size images Covering a variety of current coin issues including:
Commemorative coins of inventive shapes, sizes, color, compositions and textures Popular
topical gold and silver commemoratives Circulation coins struck in durable metals for constant
daily use Innovative coins produced in a variety of new substances Expand your
worldview—and your reference library—today!
A Century of World Coins at Your Fingertips! Grand is size, detail and coverage, the Standard
Catalog of World Coins, 1601-1700, 7th edition, is the most complete and trusted reference to
all coins from the 17th century. A critical resource for the serious collector, this remarkable
reference is fully illustrated with tens of thousands of images and provides critical coin
information to aid in identification and value. An unrivaled worldwide network of coin experts
provides new discoveries, additional images, current pricing and meticulous analysis of the
market in a continuing effort to ensure this important volume is the finest single-source catalog
available. • Updated and vetted values for all coin listings • Actual precious metal weights for
gold coins • More than 24,000 actual-size illustrations • Substantial price changes for German
States and Great Britain • Auction quotes for many rare coinage types • Revised values for
gold coinage throughout
Standard Catalog of World Coins 1801-1900 is an all-in-one guide to 19th century coins from
around the globe, and an essential resource for being competitive in today's coin collecting
market-bolstered by strong precious metals prices. It provides collectors with up-to-date market
process for coins in five different condition grades, and features 27,500 actual-size photos of
coins to aid in proper identification. This book offers confidence in collecting through
comprehensive coverage.

Provides values for world bank notes issued between 1961 and the present, discussing
denomination, printer and printing date, color, design, care, and grading terminology.
Shows and lists current values for modern coins minted around the world from
Afghanistan to Zambia.
Complete coverage makes a ?world? of difference! Taking world coin collecting by
storm, this annual best seller is the only single volume available, offering complete
coverage from 1901 to present. More than one million prices are provided (listings price
coins in up to five grades of condition) along with nearly 50,000 obverse and reverse
illustrations to make coin identification fast and easy. Everything old is new
again?prices have been thoroughly researched and reviewed, updated to reflect current
market values. Hundreds of new coin listings have been added, along with hundreds of
new and improved illustrations, including many 2003-2004 issues. Plus, descriptions
have been revised and expanded to include more detail.
Identifies and lists current prices for eighteenth-century world coins.
Identifies and lists current prices for all of the world's coins
THE Reference to 18th Century Coins Exploration and colonization were the hallmarks
of the 18th century. Changes in the European landscape during this period provide
today's collector with a vibrant and expansive world of exciting possibilities. The
Standard Catalog of World Coins 1701-1800 offers you the opportunity to connect with
the coins from this exciting era of global expansion. Showcasing more than 28,500 coin
types with detailed descriptions, and expert market analysis, this new edition provides
researchers, collectors and dealers the most complete one-source reference to this
marvelous century of coinage. With input from more than 70 international coin experts
and 50 auction houses worldwide, this new seventh edition offers listings from more
than 600 issuing geographical locations to bring this important phase in world coinage
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to you. The new edition features: • Completely vetted and revised values • Full coin
descriptions • Accurate weights and measures • 27,00 images for quick identification •
Significant prices changes for Italian States, German States, Scandinavia, British
Colonial, Russia, France, Hungary, Transylvania, Austria and Cut and Countermarked
coins. The Standard Catalog of World Coins 1701-1800 is the coin catalog you've come
to depend on and the one you can trust for the best in world numismatics. Add this new
edition to your library today.
This massively expanded 6th Edition of the 2012 Standard Catalog of World Coins
2001-Date brings you up-to-date and accurate values for a vast selection of the most
recent coins produced and sold by today's World Mints, Central Banks and their
distributors. The 6th edition is 24 percent larger, with 144 additional pages of exciting
new issue coinage and extensive value revisions reflecting the burgeoning market for
modern commemorative precious metal coins. Housed in these pages of accumulated
knowledge you will find: • Current market values • KM identification numbers •
Accurate mintage figures • Detailed descriptions • Photographic images • Metallic and
other compositions • Precious metal weights Covering a variety of current coin issues
including: • Commemorative coins of inventive shapes, sizes, colors, compositions and
textures • Popular silver and gold commemorative coins currently rising in value •
Circulation coins struck in durable metals for constant daily use • Innovative coins
produced in acrylic or hosting precious gems About the Editors George S. Cuhaj is a
17-year veteran of the Krause Publications numismatic catalog staff, a former cataloger
for Stack's Rare Coins, and is a frequent instructor at the American Numismatic
Association's Summer Seminars. Thomas Michael serves as market analyst for Krause
Publications' world coin catalogs and has more than 20 years of experience
researching and reporting on world coin prices and market trends.
This essential volume is the only reference collectors of 19th century coins will need. In
this updated and expanded edition, collectors and dealers will find identification and
accurate dollar pricing for every known 19th century coin, in five grades of condition. All
prices have been analyzed and updated to reflect the most recent shifts in today's
market. Heavily illustrated with over 25,000 photos, most actual size, this guide makes
identification of any coin listed a simple task. It also includes up-to-date figures for all
foreign exchange rates and precious metals values. This catalogue's easy-to-use
format is alphabetical according to country of issue. Collectors of all levels will easily
navigate through the volumes of information with the user's guide and helpful charts.
For Four Decades, The Most Important Book on World Coins The world coin market is
vast and volatile. You need a trusted and respected resource to make sense of it all.
And this is it. The 2013 Standard Catalog of World Coins, 1901-2000, 40th Edition,
offers information from more than 120 experts worldwide and data from a variety of
Internet sources, including popular on-line auction sites. With few exceptions, the coin
values have risen over those in previous catalogs, and in certain cases, those values
have increased substantially. From collectors to dealers to researchers, everyone
depends on this single reference. The Standard Catalog of World Coins has been the
hobby's central information source for 40 years. An impressive and immense work,
each coin listing in the catalog provides: Up-to-date values listed by date, mintmark and
grade Globally accepted KM reference numbers Clear descriptions of the coin's design
features Coins minted in silver, gold, platinum and palladium offer the following
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additional information for charting a course in the turbulent precious metals market:
Total coin weight Fineness Actual precious metal weight The 2013 Standard Catalog of
World Coins, 1901-2000 is the coin catalog you've come to depend on and the one you
can trust as the best value in world numismatics.
The definitive catalog of to world coins! For more than 40 years, the Standard Catalog
of World Coins, 1901-2000, has provided the most complete and comprehensive singlesource resource to all coins found in the world during this time period. Impressive in
size, scope and detail, the new edition of this remarkable catalog offers significant
information from more than 120 experts worldwide to provide the most dependable and
reliable reference to world coins on the market. Whether a beginning or serious
collector, researcher, academician, or coin dealer, The Standard Catalog of World
Coins provides invaluable information to enhance your numismatic experience.
Organized by country, each listing in the catalog provides: Up-to-date values listed by
date, mintmark and grade. Globally accepted KM reference numbers. Clear
descriptions of the coin's design features. Coins minted in silver, gold, platinum and
palladium offer the following additional information for charting a course in the turbulent
precious metals market: Total coin weight Fineness Actual precious metal weight The
2014 Standard Catalog of World Coins, 1901-2000, is the coin catalog you've come to
depend on and the one you can trust in world numismatics.
Easy Reference for Identification and Current Value Conversion &break;&break;This allnew 2nd edition of seventeenth century Standard Catalog of World Coins represents a
combination of thirty years of research, data accumulation, photography and
persistence in providing a single, comprehensive catalog to which collectors can turn.
&break;&break;The casual collector, specialist and dealer alike are provided with the
latest information on market valuations reflecting our expanded database for this era of
world coinage history. &break;&break;Illustrated instant identifiers
&break;&break;Standard international numeral systems &break;&break;Grading
terminology and abbreviations &break;&break;Glossary of legend abbreviations
&break;&break;Precious metal weights of coins &break;&break;Hejira date conversion
chart &break;&break;Mint index &break;&break;Coin denomination index
&break;&break;Chart of coin sizes &break;&break;Foreign exchange rates
&break;&break;Cross-referenced country index &break;&break;Over 24,500 actual size
coin photos &break;&break;World coin market values in up to four grades of
preservation
The most universally accepted book on world coins with the most up to date pricing it's the one you need The 2011 Standard Catalog of® World Coins 1901-2000 offers
information compiled from data provided by over 100 experts from around the world
and garnered from a variety of internet sources including popular online auctions sites.
With few exceptions, the values stated in this 38th edition have risen over those in
previous catalogs. From researchers to collectors to dealers, everyone counts on this
single reference. The Standard Catalog of® World Coins has been the hobby's central
information source for nearly 40 years. Within these covers, you will find that each coin
listing provides: Up-to-date values listed by date and grade Universal KM reference
number Clear descriptions of obverse and reverse designs Coins struck in gold,
platinum, palladium and silver offer the following ideal information for charting a course
in this turbulent precious metals market: Total coin weight Fineness Actual precious
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metal weight The Standard Catalog of® World Coins is the coin catalog you've come to
depend on and the one you can trust for the best in world numismatics.
"Offers comprehensive coin listings and current market prices compiled from data
provided by over 140 experts from around the world"--Page 4 of cover.
Identifies and lists current prices for all of the world's coins minted in the twenty-first
century.

Trace current values for all world coins minted between 1601-1700 in up to four
grades of preservation. Buy or sell with inside information on mintages, types,
rarity, value.
Easy References for Identification and Current Value Conversion This completely
updated Second Edition of the 18th Century Standard Catalog of World Coins
represents a combination of over 25 years research, data accumulation,
photography and persistence in providing a single, comprehensive catalog to
which collectors can turn. The specialist, collector and dealer alike are provided
with the latest information on market valuations reflecting our vastly improved
data base for this period of world coinage history. Illustrated Instant Identifiers
Standard International Numeral Systems Grading Terminology and Abbreviations
Glossary of Legend Abbreviations Total Weights of Coins Date Conversion Chart
Mint Index Coin Denominations Listings Foreign Exchange Rates CrossReferenced Country Index Coin Market Values in up to Four Grades of
Preservation
Every 19th century coin is identified in this complete one-volume reference to
tens of thousands of coins. Specialists, collectors, and dealers use this as their
standard for identifying and evaluating coins issued from 1801 to 1900. Heavily
illustrated with newer and better photos for identification - with most photos actual
size, this prestigious price guide provides a comprehensive listing of each coin in
up to four grades of condition. All foreign exchange rates and precious metals
values are the most recent figures. This catalogue is sorted alphabetically
according to country of issue. Collectors of all levels will easily navigate through
the volumes of information by following the user's guide and using the helpful
charts.
"Standard Catalog of World Coins 1801-1900" is an all-in-one guide to 19th
century coins from around the globe, and an essential resource for being
competitive in today's coin collecting market-bolstered by strong precious metals
prices. It provides collectors with up-to-date market process for coins in five
different condition grades, and features 27,500 actual-size photos of coins to aid
in proper identification. This book offers confidence in collecting through
comprehensive coverage.
The most universally accepted book on world coins with the most up to date
pricing - it's the one you need The 2011 Standard Catalog of® World Coins
1901-2000 offers information compiled from data provided by over 100 experts
from around the world and garnered from a variety of internet sources including
popular online auctions sites. With few exceptions, the values stated in this 38th
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edition have risen over those in previous catalogs. From researchers to collectors
to dealers, everyone counts on this single reference. The Standard Catalog of®
World Coins has been the hobby's central information source for nearly 40
years.Within these covers, you will find that each coin listing provides: • Up-todate values listed by date and grade • Universal KM reference number • Clear
descriptions of obverse and reverse designs Coins struck in gold, platinum,
palladium and silver offer the following ideal information for charting a course in
this turbulent precious metals market: • Total coin weight • Fineness • Actual
precious metal weight The Standard Catalog of® World Coins is the coin catalog
you've come to depend on and the one you can trust for the best in world
numismatics.
This only world coin book of its kind lists over one million current prices on world
coins and commemorative issues by date and mint since 1901, representing
more than 570 coin-issuing authorities. 47,000 photos.
2020 Standard Catalog of World Coins 1901-2000Penguin
Identifies and lists current prices for all of the world's coins.
This all-new 2nd edition of seventeenth century Standard Catalog of World Coins represents a
combination of thirty years of research, data accumulation, photography and persistence in
providing a single, comprehensive catalogue to which collectors can turn. The casual collector,
specialist and dealer alike are provided with the latest information on market valuations
reflecting our expanded database for this era of world coinage history. Includes easy reference
for identification and current value conversion with illustrated instant identifiers; also include:
Standard International Numeral Systems; Grading Terminology and Abbreviations; Glossary of
Legend Abbreviations; Precious Metal Weights of Coins; Hejira Date Conversion Chart; Mint
Index; Coin Denomination Index; Chart of Coin Sizes; Foreign Exchange Rates; CrossReference Country Index; Over 24,500 actual size coin photos.
Impressive in size, scope and detail unparalleled in the market, the 2020 Standard Catalog of
World Coins, 1901-2000, provides the most compelling and complete catalog to 20th Century
coins in the world. You've come to rely on this mammoth reference for the most up-to-date
pricing and coin detail, as well as the most complete and insightful review of available and
collectable world coins. A worldwide network of 120 experts continues to uncover collector coin
issues never before published. For the collector or researcher attempting to identify world
coins, this is the perfect single source. Inside this one-of-a-kind catalog, you'll find: • One
million accurate coin prices--empowering you to make informed buying or selling decisions. •
MS65 and PR65 values for much of the catalog • Detailed coin information unmatched in the
hobby, making identification a snap • 60,000+ images, making the catalog the most visual
reference on the market • Globally accepted KM reference numbers key to identification
What's more, coins struck in gold, platinum and silver are detailed with: • Total coin weight •
Fineness • Actual precious metal weight
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